Associate Professor Rob Hart attended Curtin University of Technology in Western Australia between 1992 – 1997,
achieving a BSc (Hons) in Medical Imaging with first class honours. Rob then set his sight on the challenge of
achieving a Doctorate in Philosophy (PhD) at the University of Western Australia (UWA) from 1998 – 2001,
involving transcranial Doppler sonography.
After completing his PhD Rob worked clinically, continued his research and provided lectures on medical imaging. In
June 2006, Rob was appointed as an Adjunct Associate Professor at Edith Cowan University (ECU). At that time,
ECU was considering starting a medical imaging and a radiation therapy course in Western Australia with Rob at
the helm. Rob continues to be an Adjunct to the School of Exercise, Biomedical and Health Sciences at ECU.
In January 2007, Rob was appointed to the role of Supervising Radiographer at Royal Perth Hospital, a position he
held for just under 11 years. One of Rob’s main specialised areas was interventional radiology, involving
endovascular surgery and cardiology. He was always willing to share his expertise in this field.
During his professional life in Western Australia, Rob served on the PAEB and in more recent times, as WA’s
Director on the ASMIRT Board of Directors, a role he started in March 2013, finishing in March 2017. Rob’s
knowledge of most things Medical Imaging and Radiation Therapy made him an ideal representative for this
representative role. His articulate use of the English language coupled with his wisdom and professionalism,
delivered timely communication back to WA professionals on a couple of significant issues ASMIRT had to face
during his 4 year tenure in this role. This included the development of advanced practice for the profession and the
change of name for our professional organisation. His service is something Rob should be personally proud of and
something that the WA Branch ASMIRT wishes to formally recognize.
In 2010, Rob was the Founding Director for Frontier Medical Imaging International, established to deliver
innovative imaging-based health care solutions to remote and resource-poor environments. Rob has been involved in
the provision of medical imaging capabilities in resource poor environments including Antarctica. This international
work has led Rob into the interventional space, with the development of a novel dual-lumen interventional
diagnostic catheter.
Rob has had many fingers in the professional pie including holding a clinical Associate Professorship with the Centre
for Forensic Science at UWA. This has seen Rob involved in the imaging of skeletal remains from the wreck of the
Batavia. Rob has also been involved in some work for NASA.
With Rob’s depth of knowledge in Medical Imaging, this has led him to provide a consultancy service both nationally
and internationally.
In August 2017, Rob moved from WA to Victoria to the position of Adjunct Associate Professor with Monash
University at their Clayton campus. This will see him deliver lectures in the Department of Medical Imaging and
Radiation Sciences as well as pursuing his research interests and international endeavours. WA’s loss is Victoria’s
gain.
The WA Branch ASMIRT would like to recognize Robin (Rob) Hart for his exemplary service and commitment to
the Radiation Sciences profession and would like to recommend him to the ASMIRT Board of Directors for the
Nicholas Outterside award.

